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Brokers Moving to Advisory Fees
Stephen C. Winks
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tered representatives.
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cations, such as the interbelieve. More than 40%
net, may increase investor
of the investors surveyed check mutual fund per- satisfaction and client retention.
formance at least once a week and 10% check
Selz's work in behavioral science is particularperformance on a daily basis. In contrast, the sur- ly insightful on the changing nature of the
vey found that most registered representatives investor and their needs. This awareness of the
believe investors check their accounts once a changing nature of the investor coincides with the
month or less, while 42% of the fund group man- emergence of investment management consulting
agers believe investors check their accounts once within the financial services industry and the use
a quarter or less.
of technology to address and manage their needs.
Selz says, "The investor no longer needs to Selz's findings are an important independent conlook to the broker as their only source of infor- firmation of the emerging role of the investment
mation. Ten years ago, a broker would direct a management consultant. 

